
THERSITES 

 
My broad-minded friend Thersites told me the other day the most astonishing piece of 

news. In the rush to spend, spend, spend before its final demise, the Grandioris Londinii 

Concilium poured a vast sum of money into the production of 'alternative' Latin courses 

which would continue to propagate the ideals of its Great Patriarch Ken Vivuslapis (non 

omnis moriar?) and create for him a monument more lasting than bronze. This material was 

clearly controversial and highly sensitive. Only Omnibus, I averred, with a readership 

steeped in Aristophanes and Juvenal, would have the guts to publish it. Thersites did not 

hesitate. 

 

The Gay Latin Course 

 

PANSA ET GAIUS 

 

Section I: At the Baths 

 

Scene: the Roman baths. Enter Pansa. His friend Gaius is in a closet. Pansa calls him out. 

Gaius consents. Others come out too. They burst into song. 

 

(Pansa intrat) 

 

Pansa: salvete (hullo), laeti (happy) castratores (campers) omnes (all)! 

Castratores: vale, Pansa! 

Pansa: ubi (where) est (is) Gaius? 

C: in cubiculo (closet) est (he is), o Pansa. 

Pansa: in cubiculo? absurdum! Gai, o Gai! ubi (where) es (are you), o Gai? 

Gaius: (muffled) in cubiculo sum (I am), o Pansa. 

Pansa: cur (why) in cubiculo es (are you), o Pansa? cur non (not) exis (come out)? 

Gaius: quod (because) Gaius (subtle double meaning) sum (I am). 

Pansa: sed (but) omnes (we all) Gaii sumus (are)! exi (come out) e (from) cubiculo, o Gai! exi 

statim (at once)! 

Gaius: exeo (I come out) statim! 

(Gaius e cubiculo exit: exeunt et (there also come out) 

Posa, Minsius, Hortensius, Pauta. denique (finally) Brutus 

exit) 

Castratores: Et tu, Brute? Caesar! 

Brutus: No, keep your hands off. 



(They all pick up their towels and dance happily around the baths, flicking each other 

playfully and singing their favourite song) 

o quam (how) laeti (happy) sunt (are) Romani (the Romans) 

omnes (all the) Pansae (Pansas), omnes Gaii (Gaiuses) 

Ubi enim ego Gaius, tu Gaior! (Get someone to explain this) 

 

Section 2: de rerum unnatura. The Rape of Lucretius 

 

(Thersites thought we should move on at this point) 

 

 

The Feminist Latin Course 

 

LESBIA 

 

Introduction 

 

The Latin language is unique in the world since It IS virtually non-sexist, i.e, all nouns are 

feminine in gender. Note especially Roma (Rome) f., homo (person) f., persona (woman) f. 

Consequently, all adjectives are feminine too, e.g. bona (good), gloriosa (glorious), mira 

(wonderful), and verbs too only have feminine forms, e.g. insedet (she sits in). Exceptions to 

this rule are porcus (pig), and oppressor (oppresser) which are masculine until we get at 

them when they become neuter. 

 

Verbs in Latin subjugate. They have three voices: oppressor, oppressed and oppressive. The 

history of Rome, like that of the world, is the her story of women's struggle against male 

oppression for their rightful place in the power structure of the state. Saddled with 

pernicious heterosexism, and so forced against their will into producing children (for which 

women were clearly not designed), deprived of their basic rights even e.g. to grow a beard, 

and so on, the women of Rome nevertheless heroically fought their way to power, as shown 

by the fact that the Latin for 'state' is res publica, feminine. The great names to remember 

are Romula and Rema (who founded Roma), Horatia (who led the first bridge sit-in against 

the notorious Lars Polaris), Julia Caes-him (who united the women of the world by her 

peace-loving agreement with her Gallic counterpart Hercingetorix), and Livia, first empress 

of Rome and famous historian. All these world-shaking events will be put in the context and 

seen through the eyes of one of the most meaningfully ongoing interpersonal relationships 

in the world: the love of Lesbia for Catulla. But we begin at the beginning. 

 

Section I: the Rape of the Sabine men 

 

The women of Rome, oppressed and subjugated by millions of years of being in a family, .... 



(Thersites could take no more of this, and I had to agree with him.) 

 

Thersites and I quickly leafed through the rest of the material. There was some most 

challenging stuff. A Marxist course featured a scenario with two schoolboys Marxus and 

Lenis enjoying the most stimulating and culturally authentic conversation imaginable on 

capital outflows with two slaves (Prolus and Massa) and a woman Militia Tendentia; an 

Ethnic Minority course viewed sympathetically the plight of the province of Asia Minor, 

groaning pitiably under the grinding heel of the Roman Tyrant, but rescued by a succession 

of brilliant Hero Leaders Tigrates, Mithridates, Tiridates, Blindates and Eatmedates; a 

Deconstructionist course (Sosure and Derrididdle), with minimal 'bilingual approximator 

glossaries' i.e. vocab. lists, because words mean nothing, and all sentences in question form, 

offered a stirring account of the Horatius story. Knowing only significo 'I signify', significator 

'signifier' , and significatum 'the signified', the students were soon confidently translating 

'Lars Signifier of Clusium, by the nine signifieds he signified'. 

 

On top of these, there was a vast array of experimental, consciousness-raising, community 

workshop-based 'Latin for Peace' courses, many with a special emphasis on street-ballet, 

which outlined the rights of minority-group Latin students and demanded higher marks for 

them, with shorter learning-hours and an ongoing commitment to 100% pass-rates in three 

years. There was even an open-ended, multi-ethnic, modular Latin course for minority 

groups which had not yet been identified, which took as its central theme woman's struggle 

to ban the testudo and preserve the whale during the reign of Domitian. 

 

STOP PRESS 

 

A sensational development! Thersites tells me that the government, terrified by the possible 

impact of these new courses, has pulled out all stop s to produce its own Latin course. 

Thersites managed to lay his hands on a preliminary trial draft and, despite the D notice 

attached, proudly presents it to Omnibus' avid readership. 

 

THE SICCI LATIN COURSE 

 

*sicci 'dry' 

 

Introduction 

 

Early Britain was divided into two tribes by the River Thames. To the south, the all-powerful 

Sicci, and to the north, the permanently soaking Humidi. Rumour has it that there was a 

third tribe, the Esdipi, but its location, customs and beliefs remain matters for conjecture. 

The ruling Sicci were easily identified, being rinsed in blue since the days of the great 

Emperor Macimillianus, and this remained their colour during their period of greatest 



triumph, under their glorious leaderena, the Most Worshipful Harridana MAGGICEA. The 

course will trace her victories, in particular concentrating on: 

 

The defeat of SueTonius Benninus 

The burial of Scargillius Minor in Barnsley 

The introduction to these shore s of the Colbi 

The imperial repulse of the Argentini, despite the foul play and blatant cheating of 

Hann(i)bal. 

Internal palace politics will also play their part. Aided by her cunning slave Abnormalis 

Tebbitus, her parasite Josephus, various aging tutors, especially Gulielmus Albalex and 

Woolsackius Senilius, and most of all by her Praetorian Guard consisting of fawning ranks of 

bankers, stockbrokers, lawyers, judges, generals, policemen and other downtrodden 

unfortunates, the Harridana MAGGICEA will mistressfully overcome the insidious 

machinations of Red Kinnockio, the balding Welsh puppet-king, the blunders of Leonus 

Brittanicus – though it will be shown she had no part in his unhappy poisoning – and the 

treachery of the upstart hair-tonic magnate HeseItinus (told to open his veins, he did. There 

was nothing there!). 

 

Religion is the key to understanding the wonderful years of the Harridana. The Sicci lived 

only for worship of her royal MAGGICEA and both she and her magic symbol, the mysterious 

bicyclum with knives sticking out of the wheels, which she often appears to be riding in 

triumph through crowds of cheering workers, feature constantly in the iconography of the 

period. 

 

Section 1 

 

A factorium bicyclorum somewhere in Dulwich (motto: MAGGICEA makes you Sicci!). The 

smiling bicyclatores are about to start work by singing their hymn of praise to the Harridana 

MAGGICEA - The Maggificat. 

 

Vocabulary 

 

maggifico: I maggify adoro: I adore veneror: I worship, venerate extollo: I hymn to the skies 

laudo: I praise glorifieo: I glorify inbieyclo: I get on my bike habeo: have habeo non: have not 

Useful phrase: imbicyclate, ignavi slobbi! 'Get on your bikes, you lazy slobs!. (At this point 

Thersites began to feel distinctly sicci himself and had to leave.) 


